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ABSTRACT

The most promising way to improve the performance of dynamic information-flow tracking (DIFT) for machine code is to only track instructions when they process tainted data. Unfortunately, prior approaches to on-demand DIFT are a poor match for modern mobile platforms that rely heavily on parallelism to provide good interactivity in the face of computationally intensive tasks like image processing. The main shortcoming of these prior efforts is that they cannot support an arbitrary mix of parallel threads due to the limitations of page protections.

In this paper, we identify parallel permissions as a key requirement for multithreaded, on-demand native DIFT, and we describe the design and implementation of a system called SandTrap that embodies this approach. Using our prototype implementation, we demonstrate that SandTrap’s native DIFT overhead is proportional to the amount of tainted data that native code processes. For example, in the photo-sharing app Instagram, SandTrap’s performance is close to baseline (1x) when the app does not access tainted data. When it does, SandTrap imposes a slowdown comparable to prior DIFT systems (~8x).

1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic information-flow tracking (DIFT or taint-tracking) is an important building block for many experimental mobile services [10, 16, 17, 31, 32, 34]. The most popular DIFT implementation for mobile is TaintDroid [15], which does not precisely track flows through native code despite apps’ increasing reliance on native third-party libraries. Furthermore, extending DIFT to native code is imperative for monitoring the growing class of apps that use native libraries to process sensor data, perform computer vision, and support augmented reality.

Tracking information flows through native code typically requires instruction-level emulation. When a thread is tracked, the system intercepts each instruction, updates its DIFT state using a taint-propagation logic, and then executes the original instruction. Unfortunately, tracking a thread can degrade its performance by a factor of ten or more, which makes continuous native tracking impractical for most services. Prior work on on-demand DIFT [20, 27] attempts to reduce the impact of tracking threads by only emulating code when it handles tainted data. Under on-demand DIFT, untracked threads that avoid accessing tainted data run at full speed.

On-demand DIFT relies on page protections to safely transition a thread from untracked to tracked execution. Before an untracked thread runs, the system places no-access permissions on pages holding tainted data to trigger a fault if an untracked thread accesses those pages. If an untracked thread accesses a tainted page, the fault handler removes protections on tainted pages to avoid more traps during emulation. However, this approach to on-demand DIFT limits parallelism because tracked and untracked threads cannot run at the same time under different virtual-memory protections.

This limitation is particularly painful for Android apps, which often consist of a main UI thread running managed code and background threads that perform computationally intensive tasks using native libraries. Background threads communicate with the main UI thread through shared buffers, and the main thread’s managed runtime (e.g., Dalvik) must access those buffers without triggering a fault and launching emulation. Thus, under existing approaches to on-demand DIFT, untracked background threads (i.e., the threads that would most benefit from on-demand DIFT) cannot run in parallel with threads executing managed code (e.g., the main UI thread) or with tracked background threads.

In this paper we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of a native DIFT system for Android called SandTrap that addresses the shortcomings of prior approaches to on-demand DIFT. The key observation underlying the design of SandTrap is that parallel permissions are a crucial requirement for multithreaded,
on-demand native DIFT of mobile apps. Parallel permissions allow threads in the same address space to execute in parallel under different page protections.

We developed two implementations of parallel permissions in SandTrap: (i) by using a little-used feature of ARM processors called memory domains, and (ii) by maintaining two page-tables per app. The first implementation demonstrates how special hardware primitives can be used to implement parallel permissions, and the second implementation demonstrates the generality of SandTrap. In a previous position paper [30], we speculated that ARM memory domains could be a useful mechanism for making native DIFT overhead proportional to the amount of tainted data accessed by native code. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a complete system that achieves our goal through memory domains and two page-tables.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We identify parallel permissions as a key requirement for multithreaded, on-demand native DIFT for mobile apps. Parallel permissions allow native code that does not access tainted data to run at full speed in parallel with managed threads like the main UI thread and tracked background threads.
- Using our SandTrap implementation to track microphone data through an Instagram workload that accesses camera data, we show that SandTrap’s native-code slowdown is close to a baseline of stock Android. In addition, because untracked threads run at full speed, Instagram under SandTrap consumes only 10% more energy than stock Android. The same Instagram workload under continuous native DIFT suffers a native-code slowdown of approximately 8x while consuming 44% more energy compared to stock Android.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background information on Android and dynamic information-flow tracking (DIFT).

2.1 Android: threads, native code, and shared buffers

The Android platform primarily consists of a Linux kernel, a runtime environment and support libraries for Dex bytecodes, and an inter-process communication system called Binder. Developers write most app code in Java, which is compiled into Dex bytecodes and distributed to users in .dex files. Apps can also include third-party native libraries, typically written in C or C++, that interact with bytecodes through the Java Native Interface (JNI). Android launches each app by forking a common zygote process and uses the managed runtime to load app-specific code instead of invoking the execve system call. Each process runs under a per-app uid assigned by the kernel. Prior to Android 4.4, Android executed bytecodes in a Dalvik virtual machine and used just-in-time (JIT) compilation to improve performance. Starting with Android 4.4, Android introduced a new runtime environment called the Android Runtime (ART). ART compiles most bytecodes ahead-of-time (AOT) into a native ELF executable when an app is installed.

Nearly all Android apps are multithreaded, with one main UI thread that is responsible for quickly responding to user inputs, and background threads responsible for slow tasks such as network communication and database queries. Android enforces this division of responsibilities: attempts to access the network from the main thread trigger an exception, and slow event processing on the main thread causes an “App Not Responding” (ANR) dialog. In addition to I/O requests, developers often offload computationally intensive tasks such as image processing and machine-learning classification to native libraries running on background threads. The JNI manages transitions between managed code (i.e., Dalvik or ART) and native code, and provides a set of methods for sharing data between the two execution modes.

While native code indirectly accesses most Java object state through JNI methods, it may obtain pointers to the raw memory backing some Java objects. First, for each native Java type, such as int and char, native code can directly access the backing memory for a Java array of that type using the GetArrayElements family of methods. The JNI will either return a pointer to the backing memory of the Java array object or a copy of the object’s backing memory, depending on the state of the garbage collector. A call to GetArrayElements must be accompanied by a call to ReleaseArrayElements so that data can be copied back (if necessary) and to notify the garbage collector that native code no longer needs the object. Second, direct ByteBuffer allow native and managed code to share access to large, long-lived regions of memory, such as buffers holding image data. Finally, native code can access a Java string’s backing memory using the GetStringChars family of methods. These calls must be accompanied by calls to ReleaseStringChars. For many apps, shared buffers are critical for good native performance since they reduce the number of JNI method calls needed to access a Java object, and they eliminate copying between multiple representations of the same object.

To illustrate the interplay of background threads, native code, and shared buffers on Android, we will briefly describe how the built-in camera app saves a JPEG image. When a user takes a picture, the app receives camera data in YCbCr format. To convert the image from YCbCr to JPEG format, the camera app calls into a native library and passes references to four direct ByteBuffer: three for the input image (Y channel, Cb channel, and Cr channel) and one for the output JPEG image. Native code compresses the input image, stores the result in the output buffer, and then returns to managed code, which can display the resulting JPEG image or save it to a file.

While this is one example of how background threads, native code, and shared buffers can be used, we have observed similar patterns in apps that process audio and image data, perform encryption and decryption, perform machine-learning classification, and render game content.

2.2 Dynamic Information-flow Tracking

Performance and precision. Dynamic information-flow tracking (DIFT or taint-tracking) records data dependencies as a process executes. DIFT systems maintain a label, often a bit vector, for each information-holding object, such as a file or program variable. At any moment, an object’s label reflects whether it contains information derived from a set of taint sources, such as a file, network socket, or sensor. As processes perform operations on data objects
they transfer information between objects, and DIFT systems dynamically update destinations’ labels according to a propagation logic.

DIFT systems can track information flows at many granularities, and system designers must trade off tracking precision for overhead and developer burden. Precise tracking requires expensive hardware emulation, typically by interposing on individual machine instructions. Greater precision also requires more label storage, often one label for every machine register and 32-bit range of valid memory. However, because precise DIFT maintains more detailed information about the locations of tainted data, it can be transparently applied to unmodified executables without inducing high false-positive rates.

Imprecise DIFT is faster and requires less label storage than precise DIFT, but requires a set of trusted declassifiers to avoid false positives [13, 23, 38]. Declassifiers are trusted to clear bits from objects’ labels, but integrating declassifiers into existing code bases requires developers to refactor applications into trusted and untrusted components. Declassifiers can also be difficult to write and reason about because of the limited information available to them when making declassification decisions.

TaintDroid. TaintDroid [15] is a widely used DIFT system for Android that provides a good balance of performance and precision by tracking information through program variables within the Dalvik runtime. On microbenchmarks, TaintDroid DIFT imposes only 14% overhead. TaintDroid’s appealing combination of performance and precision has made it a core building block of numerous higher-level services, including trustworthy sensing [17], data deletion [32], cache eviction [34], energy conservation [31], and password management [10]. TaintDroid has also been instrumental for studying how mobile apps handle sensitive information [15, 16].

Despite its widespread use, TaintDroid does not precisely track flows through native code. TaintDroid does not even allow apps to load native third-party libraries, and it provides imprecise, method-level tracking for native platform libraries. Disallowing native third-party libraries is an increasingly problematic limitation. We collected information about 86,000 apps from the Google Play Store in March of 2016, each with more than 100,000 downloads, and found that over 43% used at least one native third-party library. This is a substantial increase from the 5% reported in the TaintDroid paper from 2010. Furthermore, we have observed many flows through native third-party code that might be useful to track. For example, Instagram stores image thumbnails using native libraries, and Sony’s TrackID app identifies songs by forwarding audio-stream fingerprints to a remote server using native libraries.

Native DIFT. The main barrier to precisely tracking native third-party libraries is poor performance. Precise DIFT for machine code like native libraries is slow because the ratio of tracking-instructions to application-instructions is much higher than in a managed runtime like ART or Dalvik. For TaintDroid, executing a typical Dex bytecode requires executing tens of machine instructions to parse the bytecode source and destination registers, perform basic sanity checks, set the values of the destination registers, and then move on to the next bytecode. Performing DIFT on a bytecode requires just a few additional instructions: loads for the source objects’ labels, an OR for the propagation logic, and stores to the destination objects’ labels. As with TaintDroid, DIFT for ART can be fast and precise. TaintART’s integration of DIFT into ART exhibits a runtime overhead of only 14% [33].

The low overhead of performing DIFT in ART and Dalvik is in stark contrast to the high overhead of performing DIFT on native code. Droidscope [37] and NDroid [26] both provide DIFT for Android across managed and native code through an x86-QEMU virtual machine, and exhibit slowdowns of between 12x and 34x compared to an x86-QEMU baseline. These systems cannot run on typical mobile hardware, and their performance results are consistent with earlier work showing native DIFT overheads between 10x and 30x [9, 25].

Over the last ten years, many projects have proposed techniques for improving native DIFT performance, but none are a good match for Android. First, static analysis can improve tracking performance, but this approach is prone to false positives due to aliasing and context sensitivity [14, 22]. These issues are particularly challenging with native code, and the popular static information-flow tracking tool FlowDroid [4] does not support native code.

Minemu [7] achieves 1.5x to 3x slowdowns on x86 in part by repurposing unused SSE registers for label storage and using SIMD instructions for propagation. However, ARM’s SIMD/NEON extensions are critical to many native libraries for Android. It is worth noting that to the best of our knowledge no prior DIFT system supports SIMD/NEON instructions, including Droidscope and NDroid. More recently, JetStream [28] accelerated DIFT for replayed processes by parallelizing the work across a compute cluster, but this approach is limited to replayed processes. Finally, recent work on optimistic hybrid analysis [11] uses a combination of unsound static analysis and speculative invariant checks at runtime to reduce the amount of DIFT emulation that must be performed. While a promising way to reduce DIFT overhead, optimistic hybrid analysis requires access to library source code whereas native third-party libraries are shipped as binaries.

On-demand native DIFT. The most promising approach to improving native DIFT performance on Android is to track on-demand by only emulating code when it accesses tainted data [20, 27, 30]. This approach can lead to substantial performance gains when accessing tainted data is rare. For example, if a system tracks location or microphone data, native image-processing libraries should run at full speed. However, in the worst case an app may spend all of its time handling tainted data and its performance will be the same as continuous DIFT.

Xen [20] uses page protections to track on-demand by setting no-access permissions on pages holding tainted data. As long as a virtual machine (VM) avoids tainted data, it runs at full speed. Accessing a protected page triggers a page fault that forces the VM to enter emulation. Only one set of protections can be active at any moment, and the hypervisor removes DIFT-related protections from tainted pages during emulation so that instrumented code can access tainted data and label storage without faulting. If a tracked VM runs long enough without tainted data in its registers, the hypervisor can stop tracking the VM by restoring protections on tainted pages and running the VM at full speed.

LIFT [27] avoids unnecessary emulation by performing live-in and live-out analysis of code segments to identify when a segment
We demonstrate how permissions-driven scheduling can limit parallelism when loading a PDF file in eBooka, an ebook reader app, with parallel and permissions-driven scheduling.

Multithreaded on-demand DIFT. By default, page protections must be the same for all threads executing in an address space. As a result, as soon as Xen and LIFT start to track a thread they can no longer execute untracked threads on other cores. More generally, requiring different protections for tracked and untracked threads, while using a protection model that allows one set of active protections, limits parallelism; tracked threads cannot run with protections enabled, and untracked threads cannot trap with protections disabled. On a single-core machine, on-demand DIFT systems like LIFT or Xen could restore the appropriate protections when switching the processor between tracked and untracked threads. But on multicore processors app performance would suffer because tracked and untracked threads could not run in parallel.

If an on-demand DIFT system runs on a multicore machine and relies on the default page-protection behavior, it must do one of two things when an untracked thread accesses tainted data and begins emulation: (i) conservatively emulate all executing threads in the process to identify and track future accesses to tainted data, or (ii) use permissions-driven scheduling so that threads that require different page protections do not execute in parallel. The first approach forces threads that would otherwise be untracked to pay a significant performance penalty, and the second approach limits parallelism.

2.3 Case study: eBooka

We demonstrate how permissions-driven scheduling can limit parallelism with the eBooka PDF reader. When a user opens a PDF document, the app displays a circular loading bar in the UI while using native code in background threads to load the file and prepare it for rendering. Once the file is loaded, the app displays the first page of the document and hides the loading bar.

We begin our experiment by continuously recording the frame rate of the UI. Next, we wait for ten seconds before interacting with the app, giving it time to load a complex PDF file. Finally, we wait for one minute before terminating the experiment. In this experiment, eBooka’s background threads are untracked and run with tainted pages marked no-access. eBooka’s main UI thread must run with page protections disabled to prevent the managed-code runtime from triggering a fault.

We ran the experiment on a dual-core Galaxy Nexus smartphone using permissions-driven scheduling and an unmodified Linux scheduler. The unmodified parallel scheduler runs all eBooka threads in parallel. To implement permissions-driven scheduling, we modify the Linux scheduler so that it does not execute threads requiring different page protections at the same time. Our results are in Figure 1.

In both the parallel and permissions-driven cases, the frame rate starts out at zero FPS due to an Android optimization in which the renderer simply displays the previous frame instead of rendering a new frame when there are no UI updates. When all threads can run in parallel, the frame rate jumps to 60 FPS after the initial waiting period. At this point the app displays a "loading" message and the loading circle continuously spins. At time $t = 22$ the app loads the file and displays the first page. Because there are no more updates to the UI, the frame rate drops back to zero FPS.

Under permissions-driven scheduling, the main UI thread (running managed code) cannot run in parallel with untracked background threads. Depending on which thread is scheduled, either the UI will become unresponsive (when the untracked threads run) or loading and parsing the PDF will stall (when the UI thread runs). Both effects are observable in Figure 1.

After the initial wait period, the app displays the loading bar just before the frame rate drops to zero FPS for about eight seconds. During this interval, the UI thread pauses while the untracked background threads run. Any input events from the user during this period would not be handled within Android’s five-second deadline, and would cause an ANR dialog to appear [2]. Between $t = 20$ and $t = 33$ the UI stutters as the UI thread and the background threads contend for the CPU. Eventually, at $t = 35$ the app loads the file and the frame rate drops back to zero FPS because there are no more UI updates. As expected, permissions-driven scheduling limits parallelism, leading to poor interactivity and slow load times.

To summarize, we are unaware of any system that meets our goal of providing practical on-demand, multithreaded DIFT on Android across both managed and native code. Any solution should support unmodified apps and make the performance overhead proportional to the amount of tainted data that native third-party code processes.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we provide an overview of SandTrap, including the principles that guided its design and its trust-and-threat model.
3.1 Design principles

To provide practical DIFT on Android for managed and native code, we designed SandTrap using the following design principles.

Track managed and native code separately. One approach to tracking managed code and native libraries in Android is to use the same instruction-level mechanism for both. DroidScope and NDroid come closest to this approach by running the entire Android platform in an x86-QEMU virtual machine. Integrating DIFT into the QEMU hypervisor is appealing because it does not require platform changes and naturally tracks flows through managed and native code.

However, applying a single low-level DIFT mechanism to all execution environments makes understanding managed-code behavior difficult. Because of this, DroidScope uses virtual-machine introspection to apply different levels of QEMU instrumentation to the Dalvik runtime and native libraries. This allows DroidScope to track all flows and reconstruct Dalvik-level program context, but it suffers a 30x performance slowdown. NDroid improved the performance of DroidScope by integrating TaintDroid into the guest virtual machine rather than tracking managed code through QEMU. NDroid’s overhead is an improved 12x, but this is still much higher than TaintDroid’s and TaintART’s 14%.

SandTrap tracks managed code and native third-party libraries separately, relying on TaintDroid to continuously track managed code and using on-demand DIFT for native third-party code. Even though TaintDroid does not support the most recent versions of Android that use ART, TaintDroid’s code is stable and widely used. Replacing TaintDroid with TaintART or another DIFT system for ART would require some engineering effort, but we do not anticipate it fundamentally changing our design or results.

TaintDroid tracks flows for each Dex bytecode, whether it is interpreted or JIT-compiled. TaintDroid uses 32-bit labels and in-lines labels with each object-instance’s fields on the heap and with local variables on the stack. It also maintains one label for each Java array object and each local Dalvik register (including method parameters). Because of TaintDroid’s relatively low overhead, SandTrap always performs DIFT on managed code.

For native DIFT, SandTrap targets 32-bit ARMv7 processors and maintains 32-bit labels that mirror the format of TaintDroid’s labels. SandTrap maintains a label for each 32-bit word of memory, each 32-bit core register (excluding the PC), and each 64-bit extended register. SandTrap relies on MAMBO [18] to instrument native third-party libraries. Like MAMBO, SandTrap does not support deprecated Jazelle and thumbEE instructions, but supports the remainder of the ARMv7 ISA, including floating-point, SIMD/NEON, and thumb instructions. To the best of our knowledge, SandTrap is the first implementation of DIFT for ARMv7 to support all non-deprecated portions of the ARMv7 ISA. SandTrap also monitors the Dalvik JNI layer to manage transitions between managed code and native code. The primary responsibility of this code is synchronizing labels between Dalvik and native representations.

Given this design, a SandTrap thread can exist in one of three states: managed, tracked, and untracked. A managed thread executes under TaintDroid. A tracked thread executes native third-party code under MAMBO instrumentation. An untracked thread executes native third-party code without MAMBO instrumentation. As we will see, the main technical challenge for SandTrap is ensuring that an arbitrary mix of managed, tracked, and untracked threads can execute in parallel.

Avoid permissions-driven scheduling. We initially thought that tracking managed code and native code separately would mitigate most of the problems with permissions-driven scheduling, since managed runtimes provide a software-based protection mechanism that is orthogonal to hardware-enforced page protections. As long as managed-runtime code and state reside on a set of pages that is disjoint from the set of pages holding native-library code and state, changing the protections of native pages will have no effect on the managed runtime.

Unfortunately, the widespread use of shared buffers across the JNI boundary in Android prevents managed threads from running in parallel with untracked threads under permissions-driven scheduling. To see why, consider a memory-protection scheme that supports only a single set of active protections for all running threads, and assume that native code obtains a pointer to a shared buffer via one of the JNI calls discussed in Section 2.1.

As long as accesses to shared buffers are properly synchronized (i.e., the program is race free) and all shared buffers reside on pages that are clear of tainted data, then managed and untracked threads can run in parallel. If a managed (or tracked) thread acquires exclusive access to the buffer (e.g., it acquires a lock) and copies tracked data into the shared buffer, then its exclusive access will also allow it to disable read and write access to the buffer’s pages before an untracked thread can access it.

However, if at any moment a shared buffer resides on a page containing tainted data, then untracked threads must trap if they access the page. At the same time, tracked and managed threads should not trap when accessing it. Thus, under permissions-driven scheduling, untracked and managed threads cannot run in parallel when a shared buffer resides on a page containing tainted data. As demonstrated earlier, this restriction can cause poor interactivity and a possible ANR dialog because the main thread has to pause whenever untracked threads execute.

To avoid stalling the main thread because of permissions-driven scheduling, SandTrap provides parallel permissions, which allows managed threads (including the main thread) to safely run in parallel with tracked and untracked threads.

Take advantage of hardware primitives. One way to provide parallel permissions is to map physical pages holding tracked data into two virtual pages, to apply different permissions to the two virtual pages, and to redirect memory accesses depending on the current thread’s status [3]. The problem with this approach is that an untracked thread may obtain a pointer to a clean buffer at one point in time, and then dereference the pointer after the buffer holds tainted data. Thus, SandTrap cannot rely on software protections alone. When possible SandTrap uses special hardware features to implement parallel permissions, and we have also implemented SandTrap using generic virtual-memory features.

First, the ARMv7 architecture provides a memory domains hardware primitive. It is similar to x86 memory protection keys [1] and has been used in several recent systems to protect portions of an address space [8, 39] and to consolidate physical-page use [12].
To the best of our knowledge, SandTrap is the first system to use memory domains for on-demand emulation.

Memory domains allow the 1MB region of memory covered by a top-level page-table entry (PTE) to be tagged with one of 16 domains. In addition, each core has a Domain Access Control Register (DACR) that specifies how accesses to tagged memory should be handled. The value of the DACR is a 32-bit, 16-entry vector specifying whether the core is in no-access, manager, or client mode with respect to each of the 16 memory domains.

If a core is in no-access mode for a domain, then any attempt to access memory tagged under that domain will fail and trigger a domain fault, regardless of the protections in the address’s PTE. If a core is in manager mode for a domain, then any attempt to access memory tagged under that domain will succeed regardless of the PTE protections. Finally, if a core is in client mode for a domain, then attempts to access memory tagged under that domain will be handled according to PTE protections.

SandTrap provides parallel permissions with ARM memory domains by tagging all native pages holding tainted data with a new TRACKED domain. Figure 7 shows how SandTrap protects and tags regions of memory holding tainted data. When code copies tainted data to a page, SandTrap ensures the page has no-access permissions so that untracked threads trap if they access the tainted page. Next, SandTrap tags the top-level PTE of the page with the TRACKED memory domain. Managed and tracked threads run in manager mode for the TRACKED domain, so that they bypass access restrictions placed on tainted pages. At the same time, untracked threads run in client mode for the TRACKED domain and abide by the tainted pages’ protections. This memory-protection scheme allows SandTrap to perform on-demand native DIFT while executing an arbitrary mix of managed, tracked, and untracked threads in parallel with only a single page-table per app.

Unfortunately, ARM has deprecated memory domains for CPUs running in 64-bit mode (i.e., AArch64 mode in ARMv8). For architectures that lack hardware primitives similar to memory domains or memory protection keys, parallel permissions may be implemented by maintaining two synchronized page tables for every running app: protected and unprotected. The virtual-to-physical mappings of both tables are identical, and the tables differ only in that pages holding tainted data have no-access permissions in the protected table. Under this approach, the kernel is in charge of switching the page table used by a core depending on the state of the executing thread. Untracked threads use the protected page table while managed and tracked threads use the unprotected table.

**Track some platform libraries imprecisely.** Android provides a number of native platform libraries for native and managed code. These libraries offer a range of functionality, including the Bionic standard-C library and stubs for accessing hardware accelerators. Precisely tracking flows through many of these libraries (as opposed to native third-party libraries) would lead to correctness problems, and so SandTrap imprecisely tracks three broad classes of platform native libraries.

First, SandTrap does not precisely track Bionic methods on which the SandTrap implementation depends. In many cases, emulating Bionic would lead to recursive emulation or deadlock. For example, the Bionic implementations of malloc and free use a global lock for synchronization, and emulating calls to malloc will cause a deadlock if SandTrap calls malloc during emulation. Instead, SandTrap performs method-grained tracking on these calls using our understanding of the call semantics to appropriately update labels.

Second, SandTrap does not precisely track Bionic’s I/O methods, such as file system and network reads and writes. Though SandTrap does not use these methods itself, we instrument these methods rather than emulate them to identify when tracked data leaves an app. For example, in order to propagate labels to files, SandTrap code in Bionic’s write method updates the extended attributes of the target file. Similarly, if an app sends tainted data over the network, SandTrap logs information about the remote socket and the output-buffer’s label.

Finally, Android provides native stubs for interacting with hardware accelerators like GPUs. SandTrap cannot precisely track code that executes off of the main CPU, and so it interposes on accelerator methods and updates output labels based on the specified inputs and outputs. For example, many apps use OpenGL to render scenes and perform image processing. The OpenGL API provides methods for specifying configuration parameters, input buffers, shaders, and output buffers. SandTrap monitors these calls, and once native code launches a task on the GPU, it sets the output buffer’s label to the union of all input labels.

### 3.2 Trust and threat model

SandTrap relies on numerous existing pieces of software, including Android, TaintDroid, and MAMBO, and it inherits its trust-and-threat models. For example, SandTrap does not handle implicit flows, although it could borrow techniques from SpanDex [10] to limit them. Furthermore, our SandTrap implementation does not prevent buggy or malicious native code from corrupting label storage or Dalvik state. However, this is not a fundamental limitation since SandTrap could protect labels and Dalvik state using parallel permissions or integrate memory checks into MAMBO emulation. We leave these measures for future work.
4 SANDTRAP

SandTrap continuously tracks Dex bytecodes using TaintDroid and performs on-demand DIFT on native third-party libraries. A SandTrap thread can execute in one of three states: managed (under the control of TaintDroid), tracked (under the control of native DIFT emulation), and untracked (no emulation). SandTrap’s primary goal is to support parallel permissions so that managed, tracked, and untracked threads can execute in parallel.

4.1 Label storage
The first challenge that SandTrap addresses is synchronizing native and TaintDroid labels. TaintDroid labels are 32-bit vectors, where each bit represents a different taint source, such as the GPS, microphone, or camera sensor. SandTrap’s native labels have the same format as TaintDroid’s labels. An app’s primary stack region resides at the top of the user-accessible portion of its address space (AS). Native-label storage for the primary stack resides at the bottom of the AS, and SandTrap maps each word of the stack region to its label using a fixed offset.

All native code, including the Dalvik VM, TaintDroid, SandTrap, platform libraries, and third-party libraries reside in a read-only code region just above the primary stack’s label storage. Each app’s heap resides above the code region. The heap is partitioned into a Dalvik-managed range and a native-managed range. Dalvik manages its range via mspace_malloc, whereas SandTrap, platform libraries, and third-party libraries collectively manage the remaining heap memory using malloc. Dalvik stores all Java objects and managed-thread stacks in its portion of the heap. As previously mentioned, TaintDroid in-lines labels for Java object fields and local variables.

Native labels for non-Dalvik heap words reside in a 300MB region immediately below the process’s primary stack region. SandTrap allocates stacks for new threads by mmapping new memory above the heap region. Thread stacks never share pages. Labels for native thread stacks reside at the same fixed offset used to locate heap-word labels.

To synchronize native labels and TaintDroid labels, SandTrap interposes on transitions across the JNI and monitors requests for pointers to shared buffers by native code. When managed code invokes a native third-party method, it can pass Java native types and Java object references. References and native types are passed by copy, and SandTrap ensures that the TaintDroid labels corresponding to the arguments are copied to the appropriate native labels. It performs similar bookkeeping for return values and indirect accesses to Java objects through the JNI.

Synchronizing native and TaintDroid labels for shared arrays and ByteBuffer’s is slightly different because native code directly accesses these buffers. Recall that TaintDroid maintains a single label for each array, whereas SandTrap maintains per-entry labels for native arrays. Thus, when native code obtains a pointer to a Java array via the GetArrayElements family of methods, SandTrap copies the Java array label into the native label for each native-array entry. Also recall that calls to GetArrayElements can return a copy of the memory backing the Java object and that these calls must be accompanied by a corresponding call to ReleaseArrayElements. Release calls may synchronize a copy array with the actual Java object. SandTrap uses these release calls to synchronize labels, and sets the Java array’s label as the union of all native-array entry labels. SandTrap handles shared Java strings similarly.

Unlike Java strings and array objects, direct ByteBuffer’s are long-lived and do not require native code to explicitly release their pointers. Android recommends that Java code access these objects via get and set methods rather than directly accessing the underlying byte array. Thus, when Dex bytecodes read from a ByteBuffer via get methods, SandTrap sets the TaintDroid label for the method’s return value equal to the corresponding native label. When Dex bytecodes write to a ByteBuffer via a set method, SandTrap copies the TaintDroid label for the argument to the corresponding native label. As a result, even though TaintDroid maintains a single label for each array, SandTrap effectively provides per-entry labels for direct ByteBuffer’s through the get and set methods. Label synchronization between TaintDroid and SandTrap for direct ByteBuffer’s could be optimized by only synchronizing labels for buffers that native code accesses via GetDirectBufferAddress, but we leave this optimization for future work.

Note that we assume that apps are race free. In particular, we assume that threads obtain exclusive access to shared objects when updating them and that label updates are protected by this same exclusive access.

4.2 Parallel permissions
To keep track of which pages hold tainted data, SandTrap maintains a count of the number of tainted words on each page. If a page’s count increases from zero to one, then the page must be protected. If the page’s count decreases from one to zero, its protections must be removed. Updating page counts and page protections is handled by the JNI layer and the native DIFT implementation in collaboration with kernel code.

Page protections are a relatively coarse-grained protection mechanism, and prior work on unlimited watchpoints has suggested that using pages to trap-and-emulate can lead to high false-trap rates [19]. That is, a thread may trigger emulation by accessing untainted data on a tainted page. Thankfully, this has not been our experience with SandTrap, perhaps because native threads on Android typically perform bulk processing of large buffers.

As previously described, Android’s default page-protection scheme is not enough to provide parallel permissions. Thus, depending on the underlying hardware, SandTrap uses page protections in conjunction with ARM memory domains or two-page-tables to provide on-demand native DIFT.

ARM memory domains. When hardware memory domains are available, SandTrap defines a new domain called TRACKED, and managed and tracked threads run in manager mode for the TRACKED domain. Running in manager mode allows these threads to bypass page protections for pages falling under the TRACKED domain. However, domains cover coarse 1MB regions, and a thread in manager mode will ignore protections for all pages under the TRACKED domain, including pages without tainted data. This can be dangerous in systems like Android that use copy-on-write and a shared zero page to improve memory utilization.

By default, virtual pages that map to these shared physical pages are write protected to defer the work of creating a physical copy.
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However, if such a virtual page falls under the TRACKED domain, then a thread in manager mode could bypass the page’s write protections and modify the underlying physical page. Such errant writes would be visible to all threads with the physical page mapped into their address space. Modifying the zero page is particularly damaging and often leads to a full system crash.

As a result, no physical page mapped into a virtual page in a TRACKED region of memory can be mapped into any other virtual page. SandTrap prevents threads from corrupting shared physical pages by pro-actively allocating and mapping-in unique physical pages for each virtual page marked copy-on-write or mapped to the zero page. In the worst case, a 1MB region of virtual memory could be populated by a single tainted page with the remainder of the region mapped to zero pages. In this case, SandTrap will waste nearly 1MB of physical memory allocating identical zero-filled physical pages. Fortunately in practice, SandTrap typically allocates only a few new physical pages when tagging a TRACKED region. This is because most heap and stack pages that share a first-level PTE with a tainted page are either unmapped or are not marked for copy-on-write.

Similarly, when an app allocates a new anonymous page with mmap under the TRACKED domain, SandTrap immediately allocates a new physical page instead of relying on copy-on-write. Normally the kernel maps anonymous pages to physical-address zero, and an access triggers a translation fault. Manager mode suppresses protection faults, but not translation faults. Thus, if a thread in manager mode accesses an unmapped page in the TRACKED domain, i.e., one with a translation address of zero, ARM will still trigger a translation fault. Avoiding translation faults on anonymous pages helps the kernel identify legitimate translation faults, such as an app giving up a virtual page and the kernel updating the page’s PTE with a zero address.

Finally, our current implementation of SandTrap does not allow pages in the TRACKED domain to be shared between processes. This is not a fundamental limitation; to correctly support shared pages, the SandTrap labels of a shared tainted page must be also shared. We leave this for future work, but we have not seen this behavior in practice since Android apps typically use Binder for inter-app communication.

**Two page-tables.** When memory domains are not available, SandTrap provides parallel permissions by maintaining two page-tables per app. Untracked threads use a protected table, which has protections on pages with tainted data, while managed and tracked threads use an unprotected table. The main challenge for SandTrap is synchronizing the virtual-to-physical mappings in both tables.

The Linux kernel manages the AS of a process using the mm_struct data structure. It defines metadata fields about the AS, including a pointer to a top-level page-table. Threads within a process use the same mm_struct and page-table instance. If changes need to be made to the AS, the kernel consults the metadata in the mm_struct before updating the page table. For example, a thread may map a new anonymous page at virtual address X with mmap. The kernel will initially map X to the zero page, which is marked read-only. When the thread performs the first write to X, the core will raise a write fault, which will invoke the kernel’s fault handler. The kernel will use the metadata in mm_struct to identify that the fault was caused by a write to a mapped but unallocated page. The kernel will allocate a new physical page, update the top-level table so that X maps to this new page, and return from the fault handler. From this point onward, writes to X will succeed without trapping.

Given this starting point, SandTrap designates the page-table pointer already defined in mm_struct as the unprotected page-table and creates a new pointer to the protected page-table. The protected table is lazily allocated when a thread changes to an untracked state, or when tainted pages are protected. In addition, SandTrap ensures that changes to mappings in the unprotected table are propagated to the protected table, while ensuring that page protections are kept intact. This approach significantly simplifies the implementation because changes to mappings propagate in one direction, from the unprotected to the protected table.

The second challenge of maintaining two page-tables is managing the TLB. The TLB caches both virtual-to-physical mappings and page protections. Each TLB entry is tagged with the current address space identifier (ASID). This allows the core to avoid repeated page-table walks on frequent accesses to the same memory locations. When a thread switches from managed or tracked to untracked, SandTrap must ensure that the core does not use previously cached TLB entries or the untracked thread might access tainted data without trapping. One option is to flush the TLB whenever the kernel switches between the unprotected and protected tables in a core, but this will increase overhead and may not be sufficient when TLBs are shared by multiple cores. Instead, SandTrap assigns each app a second ASID when allocating its protected page-table. In these cases, the app has two ASIDs, one for each table, and the kernel sets the appropriate ASID on the core based on the page table used by the thread.

### 4.3 Thread transitions

The final challenge that SandTrap addresses is managing thread modes and transitions. SandTrap does not allow native code to create new threads, and every thread starts as a managed thread under the control of TaintDroid. When a managed thread invokes a native third-party method, SandTrap copies the method arguments and updates the native labels as described in Section 4.1. SandTrap then asks the kernel to change the state of the thread to untracked. Depending on the implementation of parallel permissions, the kernel either updates the DACR or the page table.

Untracked threads run at full speed as long as they do not access a page holding tainted data. If an untracked thread never accesses a tainted page, then when it returns through the JNI layer, SandTrap switches the thread’s state to managed before returning control to TaintDroid. However, if an untracked thread accesses a page with tainted data, it will cause a page fault and trigger DIFT emulation. SandTrap performs native DIFT within a fault handler running on the faulting thread’s stack. In order to register a handler for each thread, we modified the Android implementation of pthreads to wrap new threads’ start methods with a hook method.

Inside the hook method, SandTrap registers a SIGSEGV fault handler. SIGSEGV is a synchronous signal, and the Linux kernel guarantees that if a thread with a registered SIGSEGV handler triggers a fault, the signal will be delivered to the faulting thread. This is critical for ensuring that SandTrap performs DIFT on the correct thread. Otherwise, the kernel could deliver the signal to an
untracked thread that has not accessed tainted data, a tracked thread that is already running under DIFT, or, worst of all, a managed thread like the main thread.

On a trap, SandTrap’s signal handler switches the thread to a tracked state. Next, it invokes MAMBO to start executing basic blocks beginning with the faulting instruction and using the thread’s existing stack. As unmodified MAMBO expects to control a process from start to finish, we made extensive changes to MAMBO so that it can pause and resume emulation at arbitrary execution points. For example, some native third-party libraries invoke platform OpenGL routines during emulation. As mentioned previously, SandTrap must interpose on these libraries so that it can track flows in and out of the GPU. Thus, when a tracked thread makes an OpenGL call, SandTrap pauses emulation, performs the OpenGL call, and then resumes emulation.

A consequence of SandTrap’s memory-protection scheme is that each Dex call into native third-party code requires at least two kernel traps: one to change the thread to untracked mode, and one to change it back to managed mode on return. Upcalls from untracked threads into managed code cause additional traps: one to change to managed mode, and one to change back to untracked mode. If an app does not amortize the cost of these boundary crossings, then its native calls may be slower under SandTrap even if the calls never trigger emulation.

Finally, it may be possible for a thread to exit emulation once its registers are clear of tainted data. In our experience these moments are fleeting, and threads typically start processing tainted data very shortly after their registers are clear. The overhead of thrashing between tracked and untracked states can be very high, since switching requires a kernel trap. As a result, SandTrap emulates tracked threads until they return control to TaintDroid through the JNI.

5 EVALUATION

To evaluate our SandTrap prototype we ask the following questions: (1) Does on-demand native DIFT provide better performance than continuous tracking? (2) Does SandTrap incur false traps? If so, are they truly false traps, or does the thread eventually touch tainted data? (3) Is on-demand DIFT more energy-efficient than continuous tracking? (4) How much memory does SandTrap consume? To answer the first two questions, we provide data about only native-method performance, i.e., the results are not end-to-end.

End-to-end timing results require measuring the elapsed time between an initial user interaction and a final app event (typically to update the UI). In Android, a user interaction may spawn many asynchronous events, and accurately accounting for the time to process those events requires a tool such as AppInsight [29] for Android. Lacking such a tool, we rely on energy experiments to characterize the end-to-end impact of SandTrap.

5.1 Experimental methodology

For all of our experiments, we use a dual-core Galaxy Nexus smartphone running Android 4.1.1. We add instrumentation to record timings, basic-block counts, and other data as needed for the specific experiment. Our baseline for comparison is stock Android. For timing measurements, we modify Dalvik to log timestamps at native-method entry and exit. We use the Android Monitor infrastructure to log and retrieve experiment data.

We use ten Android applications representing a variety of use cases. Prior work reports that TaintDroid and TaintART overhead is only 14%, and therefore we do not report Dalvik-induced overhead and focus on only native overhead. We track each native routine invocation, the time spent in each native routine, and the number of MAMBO basic-blocks executed. We present aggregate results (i.e., the sum for all native-method invocations) unless otherwise stated. We note that our performance results represent a worst case overall execution time since we simply sum the times to complete each native-method invocation.

We use Instagram to explore SandTrap’s overhead in detail. Results from these experiments are somewhat noisy since they interact with a live Internet service. For example, we find that each Instagram experiment exhibits around 200 native method invocations. The variation is likely due to Instagram authentication activity. To standardize our Instagram analysis, we automate measurements using a Python script executing on a desktop PC to issue commands to the phone over the Android Debug Bridge (ADB). This setup allows us to launch apps, virtually click on the UI, and virtually type inputs, while also collecting instrumentation output from the Android Monitor.

Instagram launches many background threads to apply filters to images and generate thumbnails. Even after an image is uploaded to Instagram servers, the phone could still be processing photo data in the background. Our experiments are designed to capture all Instagram activity for a given post, including trailing post-upload image processing. In particular, our script issues a series of commands instructing Instagram to take a photo from the front camera, annotate the image, and post it.

5.2 On-demand vs continuous DIFT

For our experiments, we use three taint sources: camera, location, and microphone. We measure performance as the total time that all threads spend in native execution, normalized to a baseline of
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We specify either the microphone or the camera as a taint source. Whether they access tainted data or not: (1) baseline MAMBO emulation for a native method, but it never accesses tainted data. (2) SandTrap incurs 6-8x slowdown when DIFT is required. These results demonstrate the importance of on-demand DIFT and confirm that SandTrap achieves worst-case performance comparable to other native DIFT implementations.

TaintDroid performs substantial computation on image data. Instagram performs substantial computation on image data. Instagram does not access the microphone, and as a result image-processing the resulting images. In contrast, when taking a photo, Instagram does not access the microphone, and as a result image-processing background threads should remain untracked. We also include results for unmodified TaintDroid and continuous DIFT.

The baseline stock Android spends approximately 10.5 seconds executing native code and makes approximately 200 native-method invocations. The results, shown in Figure 4a, reveal two important highlights: (1) SandTrap performance approaches the baseline system for use cases that access little or no tainted data, and (2) SandTrap incurs 6-8x slowdown when DIFT is required. These results demonstrate the importance of on-demand DIFT and confirm that SandTrap performs substantial computation on image data.

To better understand SandTrap performance, we next examine the overhead of individual SandTrap components. When a thread accesses a protected page with tainted data, SandTrap transfers control to a MAMBO-based instruction emulator. SandTrap adds two additional overheads for DIFT on each MAMBO basic block beyond baseline MAMBO emulation: (1) writing DIFT rules to a buffer and (2) processing DIFT rules in a handler at the end of each basic block. Here we examine the overhead for each of these components.

To isolate the various SandTrap overheads we examine three different scenarios that emulate all native methods regardless of whether they access tainted data or not: (1) baseline MAMBO emulation, including trap overhead to begin emulation (emulation only), (2) DIFT rule recording only (no DIFT handler), and (3) continuous tracking (complete). Each step adds an incremental overhead beyond the baseline stock Android. Figure 4b shows the performance of Instagram with tainted camera data for TaintDroid and the three scenarios described above.

SandTrap’s DIFT rule logging introduces minimal additional overhead beyond instruction emulation. The biggest source of overhead is the DIFT handler that processes DIFT rules at the end of each MAMBO basic block. There may be opportunities to reduce this overhead since we have not optimized the DIFT handler in our implementation.

5.3 False traps
Since SandTrap uses coarse page protections to trap accesses to tainted data, it will also trap native methods that (1) access untainted data that shares a page with tainted data, or (2) overwrite tainted data with untainted data. A false trap occurs if we begin emulation for a native method, but it never accesses tainted data before returning to Dalvik. In some cases, a trap may occur because a native method accesses untainted data, but the method may
eventually access tainted data before returning to Dalvik. In these situations, the native method simply triggers a trap earlier than strictly necessary.

We ran another set of Instagram experiments (with two page-tables) to analyze why native methods trap. In sum, there were a total of 1,996 emulated native-method invocations. Our results reveal that false traps are rare (only 12 invocations), and only a small percentage of methods read tainted data within the first MAMBO block (236 invocations). To better understand when a native method accesses tainted data, we count the number of dynamic MAMBO block executions after a trap until at least one register contains tainted data (first block). We also count the total number of dynamic MAMBO block executions after a trap until the native method exits (total blocks). The first block count divided by total blocks captures, as a percentage, how far a native method executes before it accesses tainted data following a trap.

Figure 5a shows an aggregate histogram where the x-axis is the percentage of execution for each native invocation in dynamic MAMBO blocks, where each bin is 5%. The y-axis counts the instances that read tainted data for a given percentage of execution. From this figure we observe that most native invocations read tainted data within the first five to ten percent of basic blocks following a trap. Specifically, 92% of native invocations read tainted data within the first 10% of executed MAMBO blocks following a trap. The few executions near 100% are due to a single native method.

We also present a histogram in Figure 5b of the total number of MAMBO blocks executed in each native code invocation. We see that about 26% execute 100 or fewer blocks, and the remaining 76% execute large numbers of basic blocks. This suggests that fine-grain access control may further improve performance by delaying emulation for some invocations.

### 5.4 Energy consumption

To obtain energy measurements, we use a Monsoon mobile device power monitor. Unfortunately, the Galaxy Nexus does not allow USB pass-through mode and continuously charges the battery. To overcome this, we connect the power monitor directly to the battery terminals and use WiFi-ADB with our scripting harness to invoke specific actions on the phone. For these experiments we disable auto-brightness and set screen brightness to the minimum level. We also utilize a constant wait time between screen transitions in Instagram across all experiments.

The Monsoon voltage level is set to 4V and we gather samples of current (Amps) at 5,000 samples/sec. We average the current within each one-second interval, multiplying by 4V provides average power as well as energy (Joules) for the one second interval. Summing over the entire experiment duration provides the total energy consumed. Importantly, this experiment captures the workload’s parallelism available by executing on multiple cores.

Figure 6 shows the energy results for our Instagram experiments. We compare stock Android, SandTrap with tainted microphone data, SandTrap with tainted camera data, and SandTrap under continuous DIFT. As expected, SandTrap’s energy usage increases with increased DIFT activity. Stock Android consumes a median of 181 Joules while SandTrap with tainted microphone data uses approximately 200 Joules. Recall that our Instagram workload does not process microphone data. SandTrap with tainted camera data and SandTrap under continuous DIFT both consume approximately 250 Joules. Note that in all experiments, SandTrap using memory domains consistently consumed 10 Joules fewer than the two-page-tables implementation.
5.5 Memory domains vs two page-tables

In the experiments above, SandTrap with memory domains outperforms SandTrap with two page-tables for several reasons. First, under domains, for a thread to switch from tracked to untracked, the kernel only needs to update the DACR. Under two page-tables, the kernel must update the page-table base register and perform additional ASID and cache-management tasks. Second, with two page-tables the kernel must synchronize table mappings. Finally, the two-page-tables implementation reduces TLB re-use since each table is associated with a separate ASID.

On the other hand, under memory domains physical pages under the TRACKED domain cannot be mapped to multiple virtual pages. To see if this limitation leads to higher memory usage, we run our Instagram experiments with stock Android, TaintDroid, and SandTrap with tainted camera data, and collect memory usage information with proc:run, a tool on Android that shows each app’s unique set size (the amount of memory private to that app). Figure 7 illustrates the results.

We sample this information at each discrete point of our Instagram experiment (e.g., before taking a photo, before annotating the image, and before uploading it). Therefore, our results represent the steady state memory usage. The domains implementation of SandTrap consumes the most memory, using a median of 121MB of memory. This is because when a 1MB region of memory is placed in the TRACKED domain, SandTrap immediately allocates a new copy of all pages that are shared or mapped to the zero page. In contrast, SandTrap with two page-tables can accommodate more physical page sharing and uses only 93MB of memory. Note that both SandTrap implementations use more memory than either stock Android or TaintDroid. This is due to the additional label storage that the SandTrap implementations require.

6 RELATED WORK

Section 2.3 describes SandTrap’s relationship to prior work on DIFT. In this section, we designed SandTrap with existing commodity ARM processors in mind. Wedge stthreads [6] and lightweight contexts (lwCs) [24] allow developers to refactor their applications into protected components. Both stthreads and lwCs manage memory protections by creating a new page table for each execution context. This is similar to SandTrap’s two page-table approach, but neither allows threads to run in parallel. Secure Memory Views (SMV) [21] is also similar to SandTrap’s parallel permissions in that it uses multiple page tables to provide different memory protections to threads running in parallel. However, SMV does not allow a thread to switch permissions depending on its execution context, and unlike pthreads, SMV threads do not share an address space by default. Both of these restrictions are a poor fit for our setting.

ARMLock [39] and Shreds [8] use memory domains’ no-access mode to protect regions of memory from components that share an address space. In contrast, SandTrap uses manager mode to allow threads to bypass page protections and access protected pages. Recent work on shared address translation for Android [12] used memory domains to improve fork performance by consolidating the use of physical pages for storage page tables.

Finally, Dune [5] uses x86 virtualization hardware to give user-level code control over its own page table, but Dune’s page-table management is not thread safe, and ARM is listed as future work.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the design and implementation of SandTrap. SandTrap performs multithreaded, on-demand DIFT of native third-party libraries in Android using parallel permissions. Experiments with a prototype implementation demonstrate that tracking overhead for native code is proportional to the amount of tainted data it handles.
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